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Don’t forget:
ALL STUDENTS MUST BE
WEARING THE CORRECT
PE KIT TO BE ABLE TO
TAKE PART IN LESSONS.

YEAR 10 STUDENTS IN WORKSHOP AT WHITWORTH ART GALLERY

Our Year 10 students took part in an exciting art/performance workshop at Whitworth
Art Gallery on Tuesday. They worked with the gallery’s Secondary and Post 16
Coordinator Ms Bowler and a creative artist to generate ideas through art, creative
writing and music, inspired by the gallery's William Hogarth exhibition.
Read more inside….
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STUDENTS GET INSPIRATION FROM HOGARTH’S WORK
Music teacher Mr
Kraweckyj
accompanied the
students to
Whitworth Art
Gallery.
He said: “The
pupils studied
Hogarth's work
and interpreted
the 18th Century
social satire
contained within
his etchings.
“The next stage is
for the pupils to
come up with their own 2019 version through whatever medium they study. We're going
to have artwork, drama pieces, poetry and musical pieces ready for the grand launch on
28th February.”

YEAR 7 STUDENT WINS MAN UNITED TICKETS
Big congratulations to Hashem
Mahjoub, who has won two
tickets to watch Manchester
United play against Burnley on
Tuesday night.
Hashem was nominated by his
Transition teacher Miss Hancock
for his performance in Drama.

She said: “Hashem displayed
excellent behaviour and he put
on a wonderful performance very impressive!”
Miss Hancock added that Hashem’s behaviour has improved a lot since Christmas and he
is making progress in all areas.
Hashem said he was very excited about winning the tickets and he was planning to go to
Old Trafford with his Dad. His favourite player is Paul Pogba.
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YEAR 8 GIRLS TAKE ON CYBERFIRST CHALLENGE

Our talented Year 8 girls took part in the GCHQ National Cyber Security Centre CyberFirst
Girls competition on Friday.
They completed online team challenges in different areas — cryptography, cyber security,
logic and coding and networking,
Amel Ali, Bushra Mohammed, Israa Jeylani, Tanzila Shaikh and Cheryl Thananki were
chosen to take part because they have shown an interest in a career with the IT industry.
The competition is part of the government’s initiative to raise the number of women in
the industry.
Tanzila said she found the tasks quite difficult but she enjoyed the challenge.
Ms Rashid explained that after their entries are submitted, the top performing teams from
around the country will be invited to take part in a national competition.
It is the first time our school has taken part but Ms Rashid believes the girls are up for the
challenge!
Ms Rashid said: “The girls were engaged in the competition all day and were eager to
complete the online challenges in order to collect badges. It created a lot of excitement
and enthusiasm in the classroom, making the girls want to explore more about a career in
the IT/computing industry. This is definitely something which will be encouraged and
fostered in school.”
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STARS OF THE WEEK
Well done to this week’s Stars of the Week…..

Name

Reg

Subject

Comment

Maximillian Bergstrom 7ASD

Transition

Hassan Abdullah

7SZA

Transition

Dawood Al-Dafiri

7VCO

Computing

Aisha Abdulrahman

8DMG

Art

Watcharapol Fasathidsoonthorn

8SMO

Transition

Alaa Eissa

8MWH

Induction

Ali Al Dhufairi

9SFL

Drama

Abdi Malik Abdulahi

9ERU

Keano Dickenson

9EMA

Geography
Humanities

For having a fantastic attitude to
learning, participating eloquently
in class discussions and working
hard all week.
He has shown amazing effort and
commitment since the start of
the year. He hasn't let his standards slip in any area and has
shown a fantastic amount of
progress already.
Excellent work completed on
game making software. Also
helped and instructed his peers
on key skills using the software.
For her continued effort,
enthusiasm and consistency in
Art. She is a delight to teach.
Has settled in well, and has made
an excellent start. He has shown
excellent manners and etiquette,
with an attitude that is exemplary
to all.
For helping other students and
the teachers.
For continued focus and
creativity - always a pleasure to
teach.
Getting onto the stretch and
challenge questions in lessons.
For answering so many questions
in R.E. and for putting lots of
effort into his work. Well done
Keano!

Ossiyd Abudaber

9ERU

For contributing to class
discussions and for being focused
on his work. Keep it up Ossiyd!
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STARS OF THE WEEK
Well done to this week’s Stars of the Week…..
Name

Reg

Subject

Comment

Chloe Taylor

9SBU

Transition

Badr Hamad

10TAN

Induction

Abdulrahman ElGheryani

11KEK

Humanities

Alex Paraschiv-Stan

11DSE

Business

Moasib Arif

11CHA

Computing

For her engagement in English
lessons and her participation in
reading and discussions about the
English text.
For helping other students in
English in the classroom and for
sitting a Year 10 maths exam
(challenge).
For excellent effort in R.E.,
including providing valuable insight to class discussions. I learnt
a thing or two from him this week
– thank you Abdulrahman.
For always trying his very best in
every GCSE Business lesson.
Always smiling, always trying to
be his best version of himself in
terms of attainment in GCSE
Computing and as a student of
Manchester Academy.

If you would like this newsletter translated into another language,
please email Manchester Academy at:
manacadnewsletterinfo@manchester-academy.org
Yours sincerely,

Mr Eldon, Principal.

